
Deltatrack » 450-550 hp



LIMITED AVAILABILITY: Spring 2013

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY: Fall 2013

DeltaTrack Models

DT450 (450 hp)

DT500 (500 hp)

DT550 (550 hp)

Available  

Track Widths

30" & 36"

A Symbol oF Strength

the Versatile legacy of production of articulated four-wheel drive tractors is extensive. When 

conception of a track unit began there was no doubt that a four-track system was the best 

solution for Versatile and for the dealers and customers. In partnership with industry-leading 

suppliers, Versatile has developed a new class leader in the agricultural market. 

the forth letter of the greek alphabet is Delta. 

the greek symbol for Delta is a triangle; ∆.

the triangle is the strongest geometrical shape.

this is the new Versatile Deltatrack.
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trACK 4 track system 

+/- 10° trackframe oscillation.

21.7 mph (34.9 kph) at rated 

engine rPm.

DrIVe 37.7" (960 mm) drive wheel 

diameter with 80.6° of track 

wrap for reduced loading on 

each drive lug and increased life 

with more load sharing.

DrIVelUg large drivelug width of 8.5" (216 

mm) means a strong design for 

maximum life.

SUSPenSIon Double-axis oscillation bogie 

offers full unobstructed bogie 

movement for even support to 

the track.

bogIe two midroller axle system 

has fewer rotating parts than 

comparable units. tractor axle 

center is not in line with double 

axis oscillation bogie system, 

allowing for the track and bogie 

system to absorb vibration.

mIDrollerS large diameter 14" (356 mm) 

polyurethane midrollers reduce 

track lexing and extend track 

and midroller life.




